
Bộ đề thi tiếng Anh lớp 7giữa kỳ II

Đề số 1

Task 1. Choose the word whose bold part is pronounced
differently from others. Write A, B, C or D in the blank.

1. A. island B. rhino C. gorilla

2. A. crowded B. dodo C. crocodile

3. A. fall B. fantastic C. jaguar

4. A. woolly B. scooter C. tooth

5. A. waterfall B. valley C. autorickshaw

Task 2. Choose the article that best completes each sentence.

6. I saw _ cat on the street.

A. a B. an C. ∅

7. She wants to buy _ umbrella.

A. a B. an C. the

8. The sun rises in _ east.

A. a B. an C. the

9. He’s reading _ book about history.

A. a B. an C. the

10. The Eiffel Tower is in Paris.



A. a B. an C. the

Task 3. Choose the most suitable word to fill in the blank

11. She could play the piano when she was five years old.

A. could B. couldn’t

12. He tried to fix the computer, but he couldn’t figure out the problem.

A. could B. couldn’t

13. You should eat more vegetables for better health.

A. should B. shouldn’t

14. You shouldn’t stay up too late, it’s not good for your health.

A. should B. shouldn’t

15. The weather is too hot for outdoor activities today.

A. enough B. too

16. Did you get enough sleep last night?

A. enough B. too

Task 4. Read the passage and decide whether each statement is
True or False. Write T (True) or F (False) in each blank.

The Impact of Animal Extinction

Animal extinction is a critical issue that affects our planet’s biodiversity.

As species disappear, ecosystems become imbalanced, and the delicate



web of life unravels. In this passage, we’ll explore the causes,

consequences, and potential solutions to this pressing problem.

Causes of Animal Extinction:

● Habitat Destruction: Human activities such as deforestation,

urbanization, and agriculture lead to the destruction of natural

habitats. When animals lose their homes, they struggle to survive.

● Climate Change: Rising temperatures, extreme weather events,

and altered ecosystems disrupt the delicate balance that sustains

various species. Many animals cannot adapt quickly enough to

survive these changes.

● Pollution: Pollution from industrial processes, chemicals, and

plastics harms both terrestrial and aquatic animals. Contaminated

waterways and air quality impact their health and reproductive

success.

● Overhunting and Overfishing: Unsustainable hunting and fishing

practices threaten species like rhinos, elephants, and marine life.

Poaching for ivory, fins, or exotic pets pushes animals to the brink

of extinction.

● Invasive Species: Non-native species introduced by humans can

outcompete native animals for resources, leading to their decline.

Solutions:

● Conservation Efforts: Protecting habitats, establishing wildlife

reserves, and enforcing anti-poaching laws are crucial steps.

● Education and Awareness: Educating the public about the

importance of biodiversity encourages responsible behavior.



● Sustainable Practices: Promoting sustainable agriculture, fishing,

and tourism helps reduce the impact on ecosystems.

● Research and Technology: Advances in genetics, captive

breeding, and habitat restoration aid conservation efforts.

● International Cooperation: Global collaboration is essential to

address transboundary issues.

In conclusion, animal extinction threatens not only individual species but

also the delicate balance of life on Earth. By taking collective action, we

can protect our planet’s rich biodiversity for future generations.

17. Habitat destruction is one of the causes of animal extinction.

18. Climate change has no impact on various species.

19. Pollution affects both terrestrial and aquatic animals.

20. Overhunting and overfishing threaten species like rhinos, elephants,

and marine life.

Task 5: Read the passage again and answer the question.

21. Why does habitat destruction cause animal extinction?

22. How does climate change impact various species?

23. What role does pollution play in harming animals?

24. Which unsustainable practices threaten species like rhinos,

elephants, and marine life?

25. What is the importance of international cooperation in addressing

animal extinction?



Task 6: Fill in the correct form of words in brackets to complete the
passage.

Exploring New Horizons

Traveling is an exhilarating experience that allows us to discover new

places, cultures, and people. Here are some reflections on the recent

journey:

● Exploring Ancient Ruins: Last summer, I couldn’t (26. resist) ___

visiting the ancient city of Machu Picchu in Peru. As I climbed the

steep stone steps, I marveled at the breathtaking views. The misty

mountains were as (27. mystery) ___ as the stories whispered by

the wind.

● Culinary Adventures: In Thailand, I sampled street food that was

the same as what locals enjoyed. The fragrant spices and vibrant

colors delighted my taste buds. I could (28. eat) ___ Pad Thai

every day!

● Island Paradise: The Maldives offered pristine beaches with

crystal-clear waters. I couldn’t believe my eyes when I snorkeled

alongside colorful fish and graceful manta rays. It (29. feel like)

___ swimming in a dream.

● City Escapes: Paris, with its iconic Eiffel Tower, was as (30.

romantic) ___ as they say. Strolling along the Seine, I could feel

the city’s heartbeat. But New York City, with its bustling streets and

neon lights, was equally captivating. The energy there was like an

electric current.



● Unexpected Connections: During a train ride through Japan, I

struck up a conversation with a fellow traveler. We couldn’t speak

the same language, but our smiles bridged the gap. Sometimes,

the most memorable moments happen when we couldn’t have

predicted them.

Travel opens our hearts and minds, allowing us to experience life as

never before. Whether we explore ancient ruins, savor local cuisine, or

connect with strangers, each journey leaves an indelible mark on our

souls.

ĐÁP ÁN

1. C 2. C 3. A 4. A 5. B

6. A 7. B 8. C 9. A 10. C

11. A 12. B 13. A 14. B 15. B

16. A 17. T 18. F 19. T 20. T

21. Because habitat destruction destroys animals' natural places.

22. Rising temperatures, extreme weather events, and altered

ecosystems disrupt the delicate balance that sustains various

species.

23. Contaminated waterways and air pollution impact both

terrestrial and aquatic animals' health and reproductive success.

24. Overhunting and overfishing, including poaching for ivory, fins,

or exotic pets.

25. Global collaboration is essential to address transboundary

issues and protect biodiversity.

26. resist



27. mysterious

28. eat

29. felt like

30. romantic



Đề số 2

Task 1. Choose the word that has a different stress than the other
words.

1. A. traditional B. horrible C. underground

2. A. scooter B. canal C. journey

3. A. crocodile B. presenter C. fantastic

4. A. peaceful B. cheetah C. extinct

5. A. suddenly B. gorilla C. sabretoothed

Task 2. Choose the best option ( A, B or C) to complete the text
below.

A Journey through Transportation

Transportation plays a vital role in our daily lives, connecting people and

places across the globe. Let’s explore various modes of transportation:

● Cars (Automobiles):

(6) __ automobile is a common personal vehicle. It has four wheels and

is used to travel from home to work or for leisure. Cars are convenient

for short distances and provide independence.

The car has revolutionized mobility, making it easier for individuals to

commute and explore their surroundings.

● Bicycles:



A bicycle is a two-wheeled vehicle powered by pedaling. It’s an

eco-friendly mode of transport, especially for urban areas. Riding a

bicycle promotes fitness and reduces traffic congestion.

A bicycle allows you to enjoy fresh air and scenic routes, (7) __ the

enclosed space of a car.

● Trains:

A train is a long vehicle that runs on tracks. It’s efficient for long-distance

travel, connecting cities and countries. Trains offer comfort,

spaciousness, and panoramic views.

The train journey provides a unique experience, (8) ___ flying but with a

different perspective.

● Airplanes:

An airplane is a fast means of travel between continents. Passengers fly

at high altitudes, reaching their destinations quickly. Air travel has

transformed global connectivity.

An airplane ride offers breathtaking views, different from any other mode

of transportation.

● Ships and Boats:

Ships and boats navigate waterways, including oceans, rivers, and

lakes. They transport goods, people, and even cruise passengers.

Maritime travel allows (9) __ exploration of coastal regions.



The ship voyage can be serene or adventurous, (10) __ a road trip but

over water.

6.

A. A B. An C. ∅

7.

A. the same as B. different from C. as same as

8.

A. the same as B. different from C. ∅

9.

A. a B. ∅ C. an

10.

A. ∅ B. the same as C. different from

Task 3. Read the text again and answer the questions.

11. What is an automobile?

12. Are bicycles an environmentally friendly means of transport?

13. What advantage do trains offer for long-distance travel?

14. How does air travel differ from other modes of transportation?

15. What can the ships or boats transport?

Task 4. Read the definitions and then match them with the words



canal traditional hippo station extinct

16. A long, narrow stretch of water that has been created by people for

various purposes. __________

17. A large, heavy African animal with thick dark skin and short legs, and

they live in rivers and lakes. ____________

18. A word refers to something that follows or belongs to the customs,

ways of behaving, or beliefs that have continued in a group of people or

society for a long time without changing. __________

19. A place or position where something or someone stands or is

assigned to remain. __________

20. A word refers to something that no longer exists or is no longer

living. _________

ĐÁP ÁN

1. A 2. B 3. A 4. C 5. B

6. B 7. B 8. A 9. C 10. B

11. An automobile is a common personal vehicle with four wheels,

used for commuting and leisure.

12. Yes, they are

13. They provide comfort, spaciousness, and panoramic views.

14. Airplanes offer fast travel between continents, flying at high

altitudes. The experience provides breathtaking views.

15. They transport goods, people, and even cruise passengers.

16. canal



17. hippo

18. traditional

19. station

20. extinct


